SC351™
Battery Operated Micro Scrubber

FACT SHEET
OPTIONAL ACCESSORIES
•
•
•
•
•
•

Complete Squeegee Assembly
Polyurethane Squeegee Kit
Multiple Brushes Available
Multiple Pads Available
Pad Holder
Shelf Charger

TYPICAL APPLICATIONS INCLUDE
•
•
•
•
•

INNOVATIVE DECK AND COMPACT DESIGN MARKS A BREAKTHROUGH IN
DAILY SCRUBBING FOR SMALL AREA CLEANING
Just another small scrubber? Think again. The Advance SC351™ micro scrubber
proves it’s in a class of it its own, delivering faster, better and easier scrubbing.
Combine these features with the unique, fully adjustable rotating deck and
you are on your way to superior scrubbing performance. Featuring full batterypowered operation with a standard onboard battery charger, the 14 inch
disc delivers more scrubbing with minimal downtime and less hassle. Plus, at
only 64 dB A, the SC351 is the quietest machine in its class, making daytime
cleaning and cleaning of noise-sensitive areas an easy option. With its compact,
maneuverable design, the SC351 is ideal for scrubbing in tight corners or under
tables or chairs.

PATENTED ROTATING DECK
Never skip those hard-to-reach areas again. By using the SC351, with its
integrated rotating deck, operators are ensured the flexibility to clean under and
around obstacles. The rotating deck allows for water pick-up in all directions—
including reverse.

BATTERY OPERATION
Say goodbye to annoying cords and limited scrub time and maximize
your productivity with the SC351. Operating with a fully accessible AGM
maintenance-free battery, the SC351 provides up to 100 minutes of scrubbing
on a single charge. An onboard battery charger allows operators to charge the
machine in any electrical outlet. No more transporting the machine back to a
charging station.

EFFORTLESS OPERATION
Employing brush-assisted operation, the SC351 does the hard pushing for you,
requiring significantly less physical labor. The unique brush motor enables enhanced
operation on challenging surfaces. Through its adjustable water flow feature, the
SC351 allows you to quickly switch between high or low flow settings—making it
easy to match your cleaning requirements. With a small size and foldable handle,
the SC351 is easy to transport and store, even when space is limited.

FAST, SIMPLE MAINTENANCE
The SC351’s easily accessible, removable 3 gallon recovery tank and a
2.5 gallon solution tank ensure minimal equipment maintenance. Don’t mess
with timely tank cleaning, instead, remove the tanks to quickly fill, drain and
clean them away from the machine itself. Further, all machine components are
accessible without the need for tools—including the squeegee.

Common Areas
Cafeterias and Kitchens
Office Spaces
Hallways
Confined Spaces

PRODUCTIVITY
The SC351™ scrubber delivers effective cleaning
performance for small cleaning applications from
hallways and entryways to hard-to-reach areas with
limited access. With unique forward and backward
scrubbing capabilities and battery operation, the SC351
allows staff to clean effectively and efficiently.

Advance

SC351™

Battery Operated Micro Scrubber
Easy-to-use control panel
has four operating mode
options, allowing for
diverse scrub settings

Foldable/adjustable handle
makes transport and
storage easy

Highly visible green start button
and red stop button enable easy
operator training and machine
operation. The SC351™ offers
four operating modes, including:
1. Off 2. Water + Brush
3. Water + Brush + Vacuum
4. Vacuum + Brush
Two adjustable flow rates—
low and high—allow operators
to easily match diverse
application requirements.

Recovery and solution tank
can be quickly and easily
removed for refill, dumping
or cleaning procedures
Superior vacuum
system provides
100% water
pick-up, leaving
floors safe, dry, clean
and ready-to-use.

Industrial
Strength
Solutions…
Standard onboard battery
charger saves time and
increases productivity
Tall rear wheels with non-slip
rubber material provide
improved traction and easy
transport up and down steps
or ramps
Durable brush and heavy-duty
polyurethane squeegee blades
can be easily changed without
the use of tools
Integrated squeegee allows
forward and backward
water pick-up

The SC351™ squeegee system
provides increased vacuum
performance for better water
pick-up. The tools-free squeegee
can be easily and comfortably
removed for cleaning.

Easily remove the recovery and
solution tanks to fill, drain and
clean them away from the
machine.

• Our products are
designed using
innovative technology
that increases
productivity and drives
down the cost to clean.
• You can get expert
service and maintenance
for your Advance
machines from factorytrained personnel
around the world. Fast
parts delivery, too.
• Maintain peak
performance with
Nilfisk-Advance Parts.

Technical Specifications
Model
Max Speed
Voltage
IP Protection Class
Insolation Class
Rated Power
Brush Motor
Vacuum Motor
Vacuum Airflow
Vacuum Performance (sealed)
Sound Pressure Level
Maximum Run Time
Productivity Rate Theoretical (low/high)
Scrubbing Width
Min. Turn-around Aisle Width
Water Flow
Solution Tank
Recovery Tank
Squeegee Width
Brush Pressure
Brush Head Speed
Brush Size
Dimensions (L x W x H)
Battery Compartment Size (L x W x H)
Weight w/o Batteries
Operating Weight
Part Number

SC351™
2.5 mph (4 kph)
12 V
IPX4
III
450 W
260 W
200 W
37.7 ft3 / min (17.8 L / Sec)
27.7 in (6.9 kPa)
64 dB A
100 minutes
3,500 ft2 / 7,000 ft2 (325 m2 / 650 m2)
14.5 in (37 cm)
33.5 in (85 cm)
0.066 / 0.132 gpm (0.025 Lpm) / (0.5 Lpm)
2.5 gal (9.5 L)
3 gal (11 L)
18.7 in (47.5 cm)
60 lb (27 kg)
120 RPM
(1) 14.5 in (37 cm)
28 in x 17 in x 18.5 in (71.1 cm x 43.2 cm x 47 cm)
13.5 in x 6.5 in x 9.4 in (34.3 cm x 16.5 cm x 23.9 cm)
93 lb (42.2 kg)
146 lb (66.2 kg)
9087342020
Specifications are subject to change without notice.

The SC351’s rotating deck allows
for both forward and backward
scrubbing. Operators can push the
machine forward in all directions
like a “normal” scrubber.
But, if the application requires,
operators can quickly flip the
machine up, triggering the deck
to rotate completely for backward
scrubbing performance. The scrub
deck efficiently guides the wheels
for superior edge cleaning.
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